
Welcome to 
GCSE Geography

Where will it take us today?





Topic 2.1:
changing climate

2.1b: Is climate change a natural process?

i) Outline the causes of natural climate change

28/12/2018



‘Hang on a minute …..Humans were not around for 
most of the many periods of climate change – so it 

can’t ALL be our fault ….. can it?

Mea Culpa?



Think back…..

How many points can you rack up?

Name of famous beach in 
Rio

Our two fwk locations in 
Birmingham

Q – data – opinion based

When you deliberately 
choose instead of being 
random

Nepal earthquake -
magnitude

Nepal earthquake: cost of 
damage

Measures plate 
movement 

3 ways of adapting 
buildings to reduce/quake 
damage

Drilling for climate 
change evidence?

P’s & D’s are subjective

This is retreating in the 
Arctic

Happened most recently 
in 1963



Climate Change – Natural Causes?

Learning is successful when I can:

• Name the three natural causes of 

climate change

• Outline the theories behind these

Geography Skills:
Scale

Conceptual 
understanding

Literacy Skills:
Exam response 

writing
Describing trends

Employability Skills:
Independent thinking

Evaluating sources

Keywords
Orbit

Sun spot
Eccentricity

Obliquity
Precession

Volcanic eruptions
Milankovitch Cycles

Impressive 
Vocabulary



PRESENT NEW INFORMATION

LOOK, LISTEN, LEARN





Climate change is natural. It is linked to the way that the Earth orbits (moves around the sun).

It’s all down to:

a) _ c c _ n t r _ c _ t y

b) _ b l _ q _ _ t y

c) P r _ c _ s s _ _ n

Milankovitch Cycles
Page

54

Watch the video clip 

carefully.

Decipher the keywords 

above and match to the 

images on the left

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWJyeyV92W4


Dark/Light spots on the surface of the sun

Permanent or Temporary?

Caused by ? ?

They increase/decrease the amount of energy 

the Earth gets from the sun

Usually there is an ? year cycle of sun spot 

activity.

The Little Ice Age is linked to a time of 

fewer/more sun spots

Sun SpotsPage

55

Volcanic Eruptions
Page

55

Eruptions release _ _ _ _

This _ _ _ _ _ _  sunlight which results in _ _ _ _ _ _ 

temperatures on Earth.

In 1991 Mount Pinatubo erupted, putting ___ million tonnes 

of ? and ? into the atmosphere. In 1992-1993 Earth’s 

average temperature changed …. How much? Why?



S’WOT’VE WE LEARNED?!

- Sunspots 

- Wobble 

- Orbit 

- Tilt

- Volcanic Eruption 



Climate Change – Natural Causes?

Learning is successful now I can:

• Name the three natural causes of 

climate change

• Outline the theories behind these

Geography Skills:
Scale

Conceptual 
understanding

Literacy Skills:
Exam response 

writing
Reading for meaning

Employability Skills:
Independent thinking

Evaluating sources

Keywords
Orbit

Sun spot
Eccentricity

Obliquity
Precession

Volcanic eruptions
Milankovitch Cycles

Impressive 
Vocabulary



WHAT WOULD AN EXAM QUESTION LOOK LIKE?

“Climate Change is a naturally occurring process” 

Explain why some may argue this statement is 

true. [6]

Steps to Success
1. Box
2. Underline
3. Lingo to include …..
4. Write it! Remember to Glance back
5. Spell- check 

12

mins

* Point  Explain  Evidence  Evaluation  Link

S  H  E  E P         Place Specific Detail 



WHAT WOULD AN EXAM ANSWER LOOK LIKE?
6 

mins 
peer 

assess

OPENING LINE: ‘There is some/significant evidence to support this statement that 

climate change is a naturally occurring process’.

Theory/Idea:    How it works       Evidence of resulting climate change

Sun spots are dark spots on the sun’s surface which increase the amount of 

energy the Earth gets from the sun. During the Little Ice Age (1300-1870) there 

were fewer sun spots, unlike during the Medieval warm period when there were 

more.

Now REPEAT using TWO other natural causes of climate 

change ideas

Highlight your answer using three colours to check you have 6 marks

“Climate Change is a naturally occurring process” 

Explain why some may argue this statement is true. 

[6]



Summarise today’s 
learning in a 240 
character tweet in the 
4 lines at the bottom 
of your page OR write 
two questions that 
someone could ask 
you to check if this 
content has been 
mastered!


